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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Artistic Performance(ArtP):
8. What activities enabled you to understand the creative process better?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
I ended up enjoying my ArtP gen ed, but I think it was a completely wasted 4 credits because it not only confirmed my 
distatse for participating in the artistic process, but it added unneeded stress to my semester.
directed studies in theater costume design
I went on the choir tour to the UK to fulfill my requirement but took a Ceramics class to get a broader artistic background 
and loved it so much that I took advanced ceramics as well. I have thoroughly enjoyed art at UMM.
I think students should be encouraged, perhaps through extra credit for courses to attend various speakers or displays of 
artistic performance. This might enhance students' experiences in this area. 
UMM Dance Ensamble and Orchestra
I don't even know that the so-called creative process is so I don't think I learned anything about it.
After taking about ten art classes in high school, drawing for non-majors was simply a repeat of techniques I had already 
learned. It was also quite frustrating because transferability worked differently then, and I couldn't eat dinner on Tuesdays/
Thursdays, and because the class required something like 20 hours of work/week but was only three credits.
Studio Art with an emphasis on Drawing is my major and I was in concert choir. Both of these activities are essential to 
me at all times, so I naturally I enjoyed them immensely.
Dance Ensemble and Ferolyn's classes
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Artistic Performance(ArtP):
6. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 32 19.63 %
Well (4) 50 30.67 %
Moderately (3) 41 25.15 %
A little (2) 34 20.86 %
Not at all (1) 6 3.68 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
Mean = 3.42
Median = 3.51
StdDev = 1.13
7. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 19 11.59 %
Quite important (4) 24 14.63 %
Important (3) 30 18.29 %
Somewhat important (2) 50 30.49 %
Not at all important (1) 41 25.00 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
Mean = 2.57
Median = 2.32
StdDev = 1.32
8. What activities enabled you to understand the creative process better?
Music class or music performance 
group
81 49.69 %
Art class 49 30.06 %
Theater class or performance group 30 18.40 %
Dance class or performance group 24 14.72 %
Writing, foreign language, speech, 
sign language, or other ArtP class
76 46.63 %
Extra-curricular activities/class 
activities outside of ArtP class
44 26.99 %
Attending UMM outside speakers/
art groups
48 29.45 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
5 3.07 %
This requirement was waived for 
me.
3 1.84 %
Tested out/not sure 3 1.84 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
8. What activities enabled you to understand the creative process better?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
9. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased artistic ability in general 
or a specific skill
71 43.83 %
Enjoyment/relaxation 110 67.90 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
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Increased appreciation of art/music, 
its difficulty, or its importance
86 53.09 %
Increased confidence in area 63 38.89 %
How to work with others 37 22.84 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
2 1.23 %
Nothing/not sure 22 13.58 %
9. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Artistic Performance(ArtP):
9. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Skills that I will use in my daily life to help me appreciate the finer things.
I was a member of the Performing Arts Committee. I am not a performing arts expert by any means but joined the 
committee to work with others and experience a different side of the performing arts productions. My experience was very 
positive and I would encourge future students (especially those outside of the major) to become an active member of a 
committee such as PAC.
the creative processes as it applied to other areas and historically
see above 
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Background Information:
1. Your intended major(s) when you first came to UMM:
Major 1:
Choose a major 1 0.61 %
Anthropology 1 0.61 %
Art History 0 0.00 %
Art, Studio 4 2.44 %
Biology 30 18.29 %
Chemistry 8 4.88 %
Computer Science 6 3.66 %
Economics 2 1.22 %
Elementary Education 14 8.54 %
English 8 4.88 %
European Studies 1 0.61 %
French 2 1.22 %
Geology 1 0.61 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 11 6.71 %
Latin American Area Studies 0 0.00 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 5 3.05 %
Management 10 6.10 %
Mathematics 8 4.88 %
Music 3 1.83 %
Philosophy 2 1.22 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 6 3.66 %
Psychology 11 6.71 %
Social Science Major 5 3.05 %
Sociology 3 1.83 %
Spanish 4 2.44 %
Speech Communication 2 1.22 %
Statistics 0 0.00 %
Theatre Arts 1 0.61 %
Women's Studies 1 0.61 %
Area of Concentration 1 0.61 %
Undecided 13 7.93 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
Major 2:
Choose a major 94 57.32 %
Anthropology 2 1.22 %
Art History 0 0.00 %
Art, Studio 0 0.00 %
Biology 7 4.27 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
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Chemistry 2 1.22 %
Computer Science 1 0.61 %
Economics 3 1.83 %
Elementary Education 2 1.22 %
English 6 3.66 %
European Studies 0 0.00 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 2 1.22 %
History 0 0.00 %
Latin American Area Studies 0 0.00 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 2 1.22 %
Management 5 3.05 %
Mathematics 2 1.22 %
Music 2 1.22 %
Philosophy 0 0.00 %
Physics 2 1.22 %
Political Science 6 3.66 %
Psychology 4 2.44 %
Social Science Major 3 1.83 %
Sociology 2 1.22 %
Spanish 7 4.27 %
Speech Communication 2 1.22 %
Statistics 1 0.61 %
Theatre Arts 2 1.22 %
Women's Studies 0 0.00 %
Area of Concentration 0 0.00 %
Undecided 5 3.05 %
Major 3:
Choose a major 156 95.12 %
Anthropology 0 0.00 %
Art History 1 0.61 %
Art, Studio 0 0.00 %
Biology 0 0.00 %
Chemistry 0 0.00 %
Computer Science 0 0.00 %
Economics 0 0.00 %
Elementary Education 2 1.22 %
English 0 0.00 %
European Studies 0 0.00 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 1 0.61 %
Latin American Area Studies 1 0.61 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 0 0.00 %
Management 0 0.00 %
Mathematics 0 0.00 %
Music 0 0.00 %
Philosophy 0 0.00 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 1 0.61 %
Psychology 1 0.61 %
Social Science Major 0 0.00 %
Sociology 0 0.00 %
Spanish 0 0.00 %
Speech Communication 1 0.61 %
Statistics 0 0.00 %
Theatre Arts 0 0.00 %
Women's Studies 0 0.00 %
Area of Concentration 0 0.00 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
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Undecided 0 0.00 %
2. Your actual major(s):
Major 1:
Choose a major 2 1.22 %
Anthropology 3 1.83 %
Art History 1 0.61 %
Art, Studio 3 1.83 %
Biology 22 13.41 %
Chemistry 7 4.27 %
Computer Science 3 1.83 %
Economics 6 3.66 %
Elementary Education 14 8.54 %
English 8 4.88 %
European Studies 0 0.00 %
French 2 1.22 %
Geology 4 2.44 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 10 6.10 %
Latin American Area Studies 1 0.61 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 11 6.71 %
Management 10 6.10 %
Mathematics 9 5.49 %
Music 3 1.83 %
Philosophy 1 0.61 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 10 6.10 %
Psychology 6 3.66 %
Social Science Major 4 2.44 %
Sociology 7 4.27 %
Spanish 4 2.44 %
Speech Communication 4 2.44 %
Statistics 1 0.61 %
Theatre Arts 2 1.22 %
Women's Studies 1 0.61 %
Area of Concentration 5 3.05 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
Major 2:
Choose a major 116 70.73 %
Anthropology 0 0.00 %
Art History 0 0.00 %
Art, Studio 1 0.61 %
Biology 0 0.00 %
Chemistry 0 0.00 %
Computer Science 0 0.00 %
Economics 4 2.44 %
Elementary Education 0 0.00 %
English 2 1.22 %
European Studies 0 0.00 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 1 0.61 %
History 2 1.22 %
Latin American Area Studies 1 0.61 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 3 1.83 %
Management 7 4.27 %
Mathematics 2 1.22 %
Music 0 0.00 %
Philosophy 0 0.00 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 4 2.44 %
Psychology 5 3.05 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
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Social Science Major 2 1.22 %
Sociology 1 0.61 %
Spanish 8 4.88 %
Speech Communication 1 0.61 %
Statistics 3 1.83 %
Theatre Arts 0 0.00 %
Women's Studies 0 0.00 %
Area of Concentration 1 0.61 %
Major 3:
Choose a major 161 98.17 %
Anthropology 0 0.00 %
Art History 0 0.00 %
Art, Studio 0 0.00 %
Biology 0 0.00 %
Chemistry 0 0.00 %
Computer Science 0 0.00 %
Economics 0 0.00 %
Elementary Education 1 0.61 %
English 0 0.00 %
European Studies 0 0.00 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 0 0.00 %
Latin American Area Studies 1 0.61 %
Liberal Arts for the Human Services 0 0.00 %
Management 0 0.00 %
Mathematics 0 0.00 %
Music 0 0.00 %
Philosophy 0 0.00 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 0 0.00 %
Psychology 0 0.00 %
Social Science Major 0 0.00 %
Sociology 0 0.00 %
Spanish 0 0.00 %
Speech Communication 0 0.00 %
Statistics 0 0.00 %
Theatre Arts 0 0.00 %
Women's Studies 0 0.00 %
Area of Concentration 1 0.61 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
3. Your minor(s):
Minor 1:
Choose a minor 90 54.88 %
Anthropology 1 0.61 %
Art History 3 1.83 %
Art, Studio 0 0.00 %
Biology 10 6.10 %
Chemistry 9 5.49 %
Computer Science 0 0.00 %
Economics 4 2.44 %
English 4 2.44 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 9 5.49 %
Management 6 3.66 %
Mathematics 1 0.61 %
Music 2 1.22 %
Philosophy 2 1.22 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
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Physics 2 1.22 %
Political Science 4 2.44 %
Psychology 3 1.83 %
Sociology 0 0.00 %
Spanish 4 2.44 %
Speech Communication 0 0.00 %
Statistics 4 2.44 %
Theatre Arts 1 0.61 %
Women's Studies 3 1.83 %
Area of Emphasis 2 1.22 %
Minor 2:
Choose a minor 156 95.12 %
Anthropology 0 0.00 %
Art History 0 0.00 %
Art, Studio 0 0.00 %
Biology 0 0.00 %
Chemistry 0 0.00 %
Computer Science 0 0.00 %
Economics 0 0.00 %
English 0 0.00 %
French 0 0.00 %
Geology 0 0.00 %
German 0 0.00 %
History 0 0.00 %
Management 0 0.00 %
Mathematics 1 0.61 %
Music 0 0.00 %
Philosophy 0 0.00 %
Physics 0 0.00 %
Political Science 0 0.00 %
Psychology 0 0.00 %
Sociology 1 0.61 %
Spanish 0 0.00 %
Speech Communication 0 0.00 %
Statistics 1 0.61 %
Theatre Arts 0 0.00 %
Women's Studies 2 1.22 %
Area of Emphasis 3 1.83 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
4. Number of years at UMM:
Choose one 3 1.83 %
1 1 0.61 %
2 9 5.49 %
3 22 13.41 %
4 108 65.85 %
5 17 10.37 %
6 3 1.83 %
7 0 0.00 %
8 1 0.61 %
9 0 0.00 %
10 or more 0 0.00 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
5. Your immediate career plans:
Graduate school 56 34.15 %
Professional school 15 9.15 %
Major-related employment 98 59.76 %
Employment not related to major 31 18.90 %
Volunteer work 16 9.76 %
Other (please specify) 12 7.32 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
5. Your immediate career plans:
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Other (please specify)
Display report .here
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Background Information:
5. Your immediate career plans:
Other (please specify)
while my employment may not directly relate to all all of my majors, it is related to an internship. 
If work is available for me in my major-related field, that is where I will be employed, otherwise...who knows?
I intend to take a year off, reapply to graduate school, and work in a related area of employment
Secondary education licensure
Take a year off, then go to grad school
I will take a year off and work, while volunteering for the Minnesota Orchestra. I plan on applying for grad school in the 
meantime.
summer camp assistant program director
Secondary Education program at UMM
Continued education at undergraduate level
Nannying
I don't know, ask me once I do!
study abroad
I will be going to Alexandria Tech. to get my Registered Nurse lisence. I will eventually be working as a Psychiatric nurse.
unsure
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
College Writing (CW):
10. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 27 17.65 %
Well (4) 56 36.60 %
Moderately (3) 40 26.14 %
A little (2) 17 11.11 %
Not at all (1) 13 8.50 %
Number of responses = 153   ( 42.62 %)
Mean = 3.44
Median = 3.62
StdDev = 1.15
11. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 33 21.71 %
Quite important (4) 52 34.21 %
Important (3) 33 21.71 %
Somewhat important (2) 20 13.16 %
Not at all important (1) 14 9.21 %
Number of responses = 152   ( 42.34 %)
Mean = 3.46
Median = 3.67
StdDev = 1.22
12. What activities enabled you to understand the writing process better?
Writing papers in classes in general 106 65.43 %
College Writing class 63 38.89 %
Other specific classes 31 19.14 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
11 6.79 %
This requirement was waived for 
me.
25 15.43 %
Tested out/not sure 41 25.31 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
12. What activities enabled you to understand the writing process better?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
13. What important things did you gain while meeting the objective of better understanding the writing process?
How to write 68 44.74 %
A particular skill helpful to writing 52 34.21 %
Better work habits 45 29.61 %
Increased confidence in area 74 48.68 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
4 2.63 %
Nothing/not sure 31 20.39 %
Number of responses = 152   ( 42.34 %)
13. What important things did you gain while meeting the objective of better understanding the writing process?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
College Writing (CW):
12. What activities enabled you to understand the writing process better?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Not required to take college writing because started after my arrival.
Senior seminar
ACT English score of 28 waived this requirement for me.
ACT score was used to waive the CW requirement, however I would have benefited greatly from this class.
I didn't have to take college writing, but I did have to write a lot of papers for my English major, and I was given 
outstanding instruction as to how to do this, but it didn't really "sink in" until near the end.
I took College Writing in high school so I already had the credits coming into Morris, which helped off the bat since I was 
familiar with how to write papers and site sources.
I took these types of classes before I transferred into UMM.
Biological Communications
I did test out of College Writing
I took this class through the TC campus during high school
I took College Writing in High School and got college credit for it. I'm not sure if I can answer this question since I didn't 
take it an Morris.
Gremmels!!!
These questions are IMPOSSIBLE to answer for transfer students who come in NOT needing any of these requirements! 
And this survey is TOO long. I'm a GRADUATING senior, I don't have time for this.
I tested out of college writing, but have hand to write numerous papers and lab reports.
Took it in high school and it transferred so didn't have to take it at UMM.
My professor was really good and it helped to have a theme for writing throughout the semester. The theme was food and 
we had to write about different ways in which food effected our lives. I learned some much from that class, but I have 
4/7/04 9:31 AM2004 Morris General Education Survey Report
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found that most teachers have a way that they want you to write their papers and as long as you can figure out what they 
want you can get at least a B out the course.
Science classes took care of all writing skills I would need. College writing for the science major is not needed.
i was uncomfortable writing papers and even rough drafts until my college writing class
I took this general at another college well I was a PSEO student
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
College Writing (CW):
13. What important things did you gain while meeting the objective of better understanding the writing process?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Writing scientifically 
Even though I tested out of CW, I ended up taking the class anyway, and I'm glad I did because I'm learning things now as 
a senior that would have helped me in my other classes.
This class was very dull for me. I missed being waived out by one point on my ACT. I spent most of the time being 
annoyed that the rest of the class didn't know the difference between a noun and a verb. The teacher was great though.
Increased acedemic writing ability and clearer communication of ideas
see #12
understanding how to write/read science literature
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Ethical and Civic Responsibility (E/CR):
53. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 20 12.42 %
Well (4) 41 25.47 %
Moderately (3) 56 34.78 %
A little (2) 34 21.12 %
Not at all (1) 10 6.21 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.17
Median = 3.15
StdDev = 1.09
54. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 29 18.01 %
Quite important (4) 28 17.39 %
Important (3) 44 27.33 %
Somewhat important (2) 42 26.09 %
Not at all important (1) 18 11.18 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.05
Median = 2.97
StdDev = 1.26
55. What activities enabled you to develop your ability to reflect on your own and society's values and 
responsibilities?
Class 129 79.63 %
Extra-curricular activities, speakers, 
shows on campus
89 54.94 %
Interaction with other students/
being at UMM in general
99 61.11 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
8 4.94 %
Tested out/not sure 15 9.26 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
55. What activities enabled you to develop your ability to reflect on your own and society's values and 
responsibilities?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
56. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased critical thinking skills 133 82.10 %
Attitudinal: e.g.,"don't accept things 
at face value."
93 57.41 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
3 1.85 %
Nothing/not sure 22 13.58 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
56. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
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2003 Morris General Education Survey Reports:
All surveys
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Ethical and Civic Responsibility (E/CR):
55. What activities enabled you to develop your ability to reflect on your own and society's values and 
responsibilities?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
It really has nothing to do with UMM, but I feel I learned the most in this area by working in customer service for an 
Internet provider. This provide me the chance to observe the broad, and sometimes excessive, reliance on technology in 
our culture, even in rural MN. In addition, the position allowed me to become knowledgable about the ways technology is 
being used to prey on people for the profit and entertainment of certain individuals. This is a world-wide problem, but it 
may have a proportionately larger impact among an older and less-technologically literate population.
Study abroad
travel
This school is great if one is liberal and a secular humanist. However, I am a conservative Catholic. This school is 
bigotted to anyone who depends on God and asserts the fact that most societies are and were based on a fundamental 
belief that God reigns supreme.
UMM summer scholars program (summer after my junior year in high school)
I came with social and ethical responsiblity already instilled as a child of the 60's
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All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Ethical and Civic Responsibility (E/CR):
56. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
This gen ed requirement changed the way I think more than any other requirement.
you could use some work here.
I see a lot more issues as gray areas, rather than in black in white. I feel that I'm much more open to not necessarily 
agreeing with others' ideas, but to listening to and respecting others' views.
Increased awareness of myself and my own values and ideas
To maintain my own values, I had to learn how to defend myself because my own values were constantly under attack.
Learned various tactics for creating social change through MPIRG.
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
People and the Environment (Envt):
57. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 15 9.43 %
Well (4) 32 20.13 %
Moderately (3) 59 37.11 %
A little (2) 44 27.67 %
Not at all (1) 9 5.66 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
Mean = 3.00
Median = 2.95
StdDev = 1.04
58. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 11 6.92 %
Quite important (4) 33 20.75 %
Important (3) 53 33.33 %
Somewhat important (2) 45 28.30 %
Not at all important (1) 17 10.69 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
Mean = 2.85
Median = 2.83
StdDev = 1.08
59. What activities enabled you to increase your understanding of the interrelatedness of human society and the natural world?
Class 123 76.40 %
Interaction with other students/being at 
UMM in general
84 52.17 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
11 6.83 %
Tested out/not sure 18 11.18 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
58. What activities enabled you to increase your understanding of the interrelatedness of human society and the natural world?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
60. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Attitudinal 120 76.92 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
7 4.49 %
Nothing/not sure 33 21.15 %
Number of responses = 156   ( 43.45 %)
60. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
People and the Environment (Envt):
59. What activities enabled you to increase your understanding of the interrelatedness of human society and the 
natural world?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Peter Whelan's MN geology class.
My own upbringing taught me more about this then UMM ever could.
I don't remember completing this requirement
travel
We need to be taught to not understand that human society and the environment is interrelated. I think it is patronizing 
that we are forced to be told something that should be obvious to even the most casual observer.
Internships
I have always been aware of this. I have spent more time outdoors in the wilderness than some people spend in church.
World population course was very helpful in showing the severity of the problems involving exponential population 
growth, depletion of the ozone layer, and other demographic trends
life
Mostly through involvement with activist groups.
MPIRG
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
People and the Environment (Envt):
60. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
this quiz is way too long it's annoying
did not gain much in this area from umm experience, did not have much coursework related to this area
Balance between humans and environment
To be honest, it has been so long since I took most of my GenEd requirements that I hardly remember which courses 
counted for which requirements. This is the greatest failing of this particular survey; so many courses count for various 
general education requirements that it may be difficult to remember exactly what was covered in a course taken for 
GenEd reqs. Were the GenEd requirements important? Sure. Were the specific requirements benefitial? I'm not sure. 
Perhaps this survey needs to be distributed to students who take particular classes to fulfill GenEd requirements. Waiting 
until one's senior year is too late.
I now realize how damaged the environment is and why we need to protect it, and also how people in power often 
disregard it.
Increased appreciation of the connection between humans and the natural world
I have always been aware of this. I have spent more time outdoors in the wilderness than some people spend in church.
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Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
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The Expanding Perspectives
Fine Arts (FA):
36. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 23 14.29 %
Well (4) 33 20.50 %
Moderately (3) 53 32.92 %
A little (2) 43 26.71 %
Not at all (1) 9 5.59 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.11
Median = 3.04
StdDev = 1.12
37. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 13 8.02 %
Quite important (4) 19 11.73 %
Important (3) 40 24.69 %
Somewhat important (2) 46 28.40 %
Not at all important (1) 44 27.16 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
Mean = 2.45
Median = 2.30
StdDev = 1.23
38. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding and appreciation of the arts?
Class 131 80.86 %
Attending performances, seeing art 
shows, etc.
118 72.84 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
16 9.88 %
Tested out/not sure 9 5.56 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
38. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding and appreciation of the arts?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
39. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Appreciation of music/art 113 69.75 %
Increased knowledge of art/music 109 67.28 %
Enjoyment/relaxation 104 64.20 %
Attitudinal: e.g., "Flexibility" 41 25.31 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
2 1.23 %
Nothing/not sure 15 9.26 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
39. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Fine Arts (FA):
38. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding and appreciation of the arts?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
my knowledge of the arts stems from a performance background in music and parents that are musicians/music teachers 
and being involved with art in high school--the increased appreciation and understanding of the arts that i gained from 
umm all stemmed from doc carlson and performing in groups under his direction; i would have liked to have taken an art 
course or courses here at UMM, the oppurtunity never really presented itself--the college needs to make areas of the art 
dept more accessible to non-majors, i could never get into a ceramics course by the time i registered for classes, plus the 
requirement of additional tuition would have been burdensome.
The groups and concerts given at UMM were much to my liking. 
directed study combining the social sciences and fine arts.
student recital performance
The Gallery art shows are exstreamly important in opening up peoples view of what kind of art at there is out in the world
performing
Performing in and helping with UMM theatre activities.
Two of my roommates were art majors and they helped me to appreciate it better.
I did an independent study while on tour in the UK of musical composers
travel and the application of class to the real world
My own efforts to appreciate art and take in many different aspects of other people's creative expression.
orchestra, and performing in a string quartet
Working on Theater productions
I took 1 art class that was mediocre.
I already had an appreciation for the arts and delighted in participating as a way to relax from the rigors of academia
Concerts and exhibits
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If I learned nothing and found it unimportant, than how exactly did I develop an understanding? How do I answer this 
question?
Dance Ensemble, Ferolyn Angell's classes and personal guidance
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Fine Arts (FA):
39. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
I've become very fond of the music program at UMM and the people involved in it.
I was very disappointed with this class. I felt it was a waste of my time. I knew more about music when I went in than I did 
when I came out. It was too confusing and not enough emphasis was placed on the appreciation of music.
I took one art history class about symbolism and surrealism and related genres, but the terms were thrown about without 
any definitions, without even clarifying what their characteristics were. Useless.
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Foreign Language (FL):
18. How many courses did you take at UMM to complete the Foreign Language requirement?
0 courses 35 21.47 %
1 course 44 26.99 %
2 courses 61 37.42 %
3 or more courses 23 14.11 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
19. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 29 18.24 %
Well (4) 27 16.98 %
Moderately (3) 43 27.04 %
A little (2) 45 28.30 %
Not at all (1) 15 9.43 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
Mean = 3.06
Median = 2.95
StdDev = 1.25
20. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 22 13.75 %
Quite important (4) 16 10.00 %
Important (3) 35 21.88 %
Somewhat important (2) 59 36.88 %
Not at all important (1) 28 17.50 %
Number of responses = 160   ( 44.57 %)
Mean = 2.66
Median = 2.38
StdDev = 1.27
21. What activities enabled you to develop some fluency in a second language and gain insight into another culture?
College class 122 74.39 %
High school language class 121 73.78 %
Study abroad/ELTAP 31 18.90 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
15 9.15 %
Tested out/not sure 22 13.41 %
Number of responses = 164   ( 45.68 %)
21. What activities enabled you to develop some fluency in a second language and gain insight into another culture?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
22. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased ability in a foreign 
language
105 65.63 %
Appreciation and/or knowledge of 
foreign cultures
92 57.50 %
Appreciation of the importance of 
knowing a foreign language
82 51.25 %
Increased confidence in a foreign 61 38.13 %
Number of responses = 160   ( 44.57 %)
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language
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
8 5.00 %
Nothing/not sure 20 12.50 %
22. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Foreign Language (FL):
21. What activities enabled you to develop some fluency in a second language and gain insight into another culture?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
I was exposed to sign language during an internship, where I learned a great deal.
Multi-lingual approach to better understand the structures and rules by which languages are governed.
Enjoying the diverse cultures represented by the students on this campus.
My foriegn language experience was terrible at UMM. I had 3 years of high school French and started out at UMM with a 
high school teacher that taught everything I already knew. Then for the second sememster I had the head of the 
Humanities Division who has a master in the Romance languages who stood in the front of the room and talked to hear 
himself rather than to teach the students. He didn't know how to transfer everything that he know into a way that we could 
understand. From this experience I have total not gained anything more in my foriegn language abilities
I feel that my experience with the French Dept here at UMM were not great. I had never taken French before, I had 
spanish in high school. I feel as though the class moved too quickly for the level of French the students in class actually 
understood. i feel that the professor felt as though she had to get us ready for French II, and moved a a quick pace and 
didn't care if we understood or not, she continued forward. I think if she wouldve slowed down and understood her 
students, my expereince with foreign language at UMM wouldn't be so bitter. She was teaching at a Graduate level and 
we had never even known French before the first day of class. 
working with deaf persons
travel abroad
I tested out of the requirement, did an ELTAP, got frustrated with not knowing the language while there, took the language 
in a foreign country, and then took it again here. The work in two languages, one Language actually learned in its country 
of origin, the other here, provided me with insight i don't think came from any class or particular experience.
trip to forreign country outside UMM programs
The use of the language in my home community.
I feel that I learned a lot about other cultures but did not become fluent or even close to fluent in any foreign languages. 
I did like the class, but only being required to take beginning language courses does not give you much fluency. Today I 
hardly remeber any of it.
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having lived and worked overseas for large portions of my life I had already gained the fluency..I only needed the credits 
and some formal training to improve the street language I learned
Family gave me what I know, the classes really did not push my understanding of the language. It did create a better 
image of the culture though
High school French didn't really provide much cultural insight. We just memorized nouns and verb tenses.
I only passed my class because i was tutored by a fellow student who was fluent
Had to leran about five languages, three in high school and two at home and one from nother african country.Englis is my 
second language.
Concordia Language Villages
Hometown community was primarily bilingual
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Skills for the Liberal Arts
Foreign Language (FL):
22. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
A realization that the University needs to standardize its student langauge learning evalutional processes.
fulfilling foreign language requirement
ELTAP - realization of life outside of US
A greater understanding of the interaction between cultures, and the importance of cultural tollerance/acceptance.
I had the oppertunity to take the Anishinaabe course offered last year. Prior to this class i had also taken frence in highschool and 
spanish through UMM. It was the Anishinaabe course that made me appreciate why we are required to take a foreign language. I 
love that I actually got the chance to take a language that meant something to me personally, a language that I would not have 
known otherwise. I think it is essential that this school continues to offer these less popular langauges. 
ELTAP was an amazing experience. Not only did I improve my Spanish, but living in another culture (and seeing ours from an 
outsider's perspective) helped me grow in terms of my self-confidence/independence, intercultural communication skills, and 
sensitivity towards other cultures.
In high school, we really studyied the culture along with the learning of the language. In my college Spanish class, we didn't spend 
time learning about culture. We strictly learned the mechanices of speech in the language. I would have liked to see more of an 
emphasis on the culture in my college course. 
for the most part I learned to appreciate foreign culture through every other class except for the Language
I've retained nothing, even though by the end of high school I had mastered what I had been taught.
The facualty are very knowledgable and helpful. It will be a real loss to the school if the German major is trying to be phased out. 
Which many people suspect. :(
A better understanding of the English language by learning the structure of another language
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Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
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Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
44. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 42 26.09 %
Well (4) 44 27.33 %
Moderately (3) 42 26.09 %
A little (2) 23 14.29 %
Not at all (1) 10 6.21 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.53
Median = 3.63
StdDev = 1.20
45. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 35 21.60 %
Quite important (4) 34 20.99 %
Important (3) 50 30.86 %
Somewhat important (2) 29 17.90 %
Not at all important (1) 14 8.64 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
Mean = 3.29
Median = 3.26
StdDev = 1.23
46. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of various groups in the United States and of 
individual and group differences?
Class 125 77.16 %
Extra-curricular activities, speakers, 
shows
114 70.37 %
Interaction with other students/
being at UMM in general
112 69.14 %
ELTAP/Study abroad 40 24.69 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
11 6.79 %
Tested out/not sure 7 4.32 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
46. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of various groups in the United States and of 
individual and group differences?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
47. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Greater understanding of other 
cultures
140 86.96 %
That racism/oppression are still 
around today
110 68.32 %
Attitudinal: e.g., "I respect diversity." 102 63.35 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
4 2.48 %
Nothing/not sure 10 6.21 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
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47. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
48. What culture or cultures did you gain knowledge about during your time at UMM with which you were not familiar 
when you entered?
African American culture 88 57.14 %
Native American culture 107 69.48 %
Latin American/Hispanic culture 56 36.36 %
Asian culture 54 35.06 %
African culture 17 11.04 %
Another culture 24 15.58 %
None 18 11.69 %
Number of responses = 154   ( 42.90 %)
Asian culture
Display report .here
African culture
Display report .here
Another culture
Display report .here
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
46. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of various groups in the United States and of individual and 
group differences?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
See above comment.
MSLR and programs provided by student groups
discussions with friends
I can't express how helpful Rujira is!!
student teaching in high Native American population
employmed by ORL 
summer internships
minority student leadership retreat
I gained most of my sensitivity towards other races when I was at another institution in a NATURALLY diverse environment. There is 
something contrived about the diversity here.
Whenever student groups would put on programs with food and activities representing one culture, and the Arctic Ecology/Geology 
summer class in sweden
relious organizations
As a Military "Brat", veteran, Army wife and general "rolling stone" I have lived in different areas of the world and the United States for 
most of my life. 
Donna Chollet!
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
47. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Why is this objective only for groups in the United States? That is baffling...
these questions are very tilted. you are getting the answers you are looking for.
I think sometimes the diversity angle is crammed down students' throats... that you MUST learn to be tolerant while at UMM. 
Appreciating diversity cannot be forced- it must be lived, and it should be taught without making people feel forced into it. Luckily, I 
had multiple experiences that taught me about appreciating the differences in life in subtle ways, so that I learned without realizing I 
was learning, and I think that's often the most effective method of teaching.
a women's studies class should be a requirement. They represent half the population!!!!
I also learned that people are largely unable to objectively discuss diversity, racism, and discrimination. UMM students, and society 
generally, have difficulty actually exchanging ideas instead of simply arguing with each other. Perhaps an emphasis on learning 
how to effectively learn from each other and discuss ideas and attitudes without attacking one another would be benificial. Many 
students are hypersensitive, and automatically trigger onto the defensive whenever their pet societal wrong is mentioned.
I learned to respect diversity and that there are individual and group differences; however, I do not feel I learned what I wanted about 
the values and traditions of different cultures. I would have liked to learn more about these in a very specific forward way. 
The ability to appreciate different points of view without thinking less of the person who holds that POV
Again, the concept of diversity is used so frequently at UMM that is has, in my opinion, been rendered trite.
that "white" is not bad it simply is just as other cultures simply are. Genocide is a human penchant in all cultures not just european
I thought most of the education and activities that were provided on UMM were good..However i do feel that it was concentrated not 
so much on diversity but more on recognizing differences such as race, which then caused more segregation between races on 
campus...through certain student groups, by allowing racially segregated groups (whether or not they are suppose to be all 
inclusive,they are not, they segregate further) you segregate the campus even more so, and put up boarders between students, and 
races and is what i and iknow other students feel is a backwards step in the direction in which UMM is attempting to take.
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
48. What culture or cultures did you gain knowledge about during your time at UMM with which you were not familiar 
when you entered?
Asian culture
Chinese, Vietnamese
Korean,Japanese,Thai
korean japanese. 
Japanese
asian thought, broad
Thai
Indian
Hmong
Chinese, Indian
Indonesia
japanese
Phillipino
Hmong
Japanese
filipino
Chinese, Indian
Hmong
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Chinese
Indian
Ancient Mayans
Thai, Japanese
Korean
Hmong
Hmong
India, Central Asia
hmong
Indian, Pakistani
Islamic
Mongols
many
Indian
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
48. What culture or cultures did you gain knowledge about during your time at UMM with which you were not familiar 
when you entered?
African culture
Guana
Politcal Culture
South African
colonial
tribal cultures
Kenya
Ghana
Central African
Guana
Wodaabe, Bedouin
Somali, Moroccan, 
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Human Diversity (HDiv):
48. What culture or cultures did you gain knowledge about during your time at UMM with which you were not familiar 
when you entered?
Another culture
Irish/Eur immigrants
Mass American
French
arabic
Indian & Polynesian
Indigenous Australia
amer. women, feminis
GLBT
Russian
women
Spanish
mostly women 
Hungarian, Muslim
many Native tribes
Ireland, Australian
Mayan
chinese
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Asian American!
Some Islamic
Muslim
Homosexuals
Mayan
Muslim
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Historical Perspectives (Hist):
31. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 32 19.88 %
Well (4) 36 22.36 %
Moderately (3) 50 31.06 %
A little (2) 37 22.98 %
Not at all (1) 6 3.73 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.32
Median = 3.25
StdDev = 1.14
32. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 31 19.25 %
Quite important (4) 21 13.04 %
Important (3) 41 25.47 %
Somewhat important (2) 47 29.19 %
Not at all important (1) 21 13.04 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 2.96
Median = 2.80
StdDev = 1.31
33. What activities enabled you to increase your understanding of the past and the ways historians come to their 
findings?
Class 150 92.59 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
15 9.26 %
Tested out/not sure 9 5.56 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
33. What activities enabled you to increase your understanding of the past and the ways historians come to their 
findings?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
34. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased knowledge of history 133 82.61 %
Increased awareness of possible 
bias in the presentation of the 
"facts" of history
108 67.08 %
Attitudinal: e.g. "I'm more open-
minded."
66 40.99 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
4 2.48 %
Nothing/not sure 12 7.45 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
34. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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35. With what historical era or eras, other than the present, do you feel you are familiar?
I know about one or more eras 93 63.27 %
None 54 36.73 %
Number of responses = 147   ( 40.95 %)
35. With what historical era or eras, other than the present, do you feel you are familiar?
I know about one or more eras
Display report .here
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All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Historical Perspectives (Hist):
33. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Following news/current events. Discussing these events with fellow students, faculty and staff.
Classes at previous college.
My own personal interest in history has led me to read a great deal during my time here, and by classroom background helped me 
immensly in understanding what I took in.
I did a MAP internship with a history professor.
Organizations on campus
i completed my history requirement at FFCC, but the history components of other classes has been beneficial
I didn't take the History course at Morris, I took it in high school. 
Discussion on topics with students outside of class
Study Abroad in England
I had trouble following the professor, and did not learn what I had hoped in the class I took for this requirement.
talking to my professor of history, Wendell Cox and discussing the formation of religion in sociology courses
Mostly due to research related to non-history classes in which I had to find some sort of background in the society/culture/whatever I 
was studying.
art hist as well as world hist
Internship with Professor Stephen Gross at the WCMHRC.
seeing the relationships between history and other disciplines that I ignored previously
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Historical Perspectives (Hist):
34. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
There is a bias in all areas, not just History, toward the Western perspective in the courses taught at UMM. This requires 
alteration of the courses to better reflect the world, and not just those things that are important to Western society.
Seeing how the history of many different cultures came about and how they are existing in the present and the important 
event that led them to become as they are.
specific histories, such as of the vietnam war, that I had limited knowledge about previously
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All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Historical Perspectives (Hist):
35. With what historical era or eras, other than the present, do you feel you are familiar?
I know about one or more eras
Late 1800s
American history in general. Early World
Renaissance Europe
Reconstruction
German, European, US, Latin
World History 1500 to present
1900-1950
reiniscance
Medieval, Women's, Political
Early Modern, Medieval, Colonial America
European medieval/renaissance/modern etc
indust. rev, reconstruction-civil rights
origin of life and early european hist
Medieval, survey of Asian history
medieval science, colonial africa
1500-Present
Crusades
Baroque, Classical, Renaissance, etc
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colonialism and expansion, medieval 
1800s
Victorian
since 1500
vietnam
mostly the last 100 years in psychology
Post 1500
To the 1500s, Theatre History all eras
Asian history 600 bce to 600 ce
since 1500
Renaissance, Early Modern
Shakespear, 1800's-1900's
Pre-industrial era
late 18th/early 19th century
13th century European colonialism
20th Century America & Asia
Medieval Europe, American history
Classical period, Renaissance
Native Americans 1800-present
0-1500 (the eras focused on in class) 
all eras that concern Native Americans
Industrial Revolution, Early Capitalism
U.S. History; Mod. Euro. Hist.; Roman 
Medieval, Progressive, Early Modern
Euro through 1600, Evol. Bio eras
Renaissance
medieval, renaissance
History since 1500
1600-1850
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The crusades
Colonial America
History to 1500 
World History before 1900
20th
Early modern, medieval
History after 1500
Ancient to Medieval England, American
US history, World History,
french revolution, WWI, WWII
1500's to the present
1500 on
early 20th century
40s-present
Civil Rights Movement
US History from 1800 to present
1950s and The Revolutionary War eras
Romantisicism, Renaisance, Baroque, etc.
us colonial era
Medevil to present
1800's, 1900's
History since1500's
world history to 1500
Crusades
History to 1500
renaissance and ancient
Renaissance, Medieval, industrial rev. 
1000-1500
B.C. Times 
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reneassance, religious times
0-1500
BC
Crusades
medieval europe, 1800-present- U.S. 
ancient, midieval, U.S. History pre 1800
U.S. History, Medieval History
mid 20th century, early to mid 19th c.
Reconstruction, Colonialism
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Communication, Language, Literature, and Philosophy (Hum):
27. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 24 15.09 %
Well (4) 40 25.16 %
Moderately (3) 58 36.48 %
A little (2) 32 20.13 %
Not at all (1) 5 3.14 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
Mean = 3.29
Median = 3.23
StdDev = 1.05
28. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 18 11.32 %
Quite important (4) 29 18.24 %
Important (3) 48 30.19 %
Somewhat important (2) 49 30.82 %
Not at all important (1) 15 9.43 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
Mean = 2.91
Median = 2.82
StdDev = 1.15
29. What activities enabled you to gain a greater capacity to understand, discuss, and evaluate works concerning 
the human condition?
Class 132 81.48 %
UMM experience as a whole 94 58.02 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
7 4.32 %
Tested out/not sure 10 6.17 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
29. What activities enabled you to gain a greater capacity to understand, discuss, and evaluate works concerning 
the human condition?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
30. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased ability to understand 
humanities
108 68.35 %
Increased appreciation of the 
importance of diversity
86 54.43 %
Increased confidence in area 63 39.87 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
4 2.53 %
Nothing/not sure 22 13.92 %
Number of responses = 158   ( 44.01 %)
30. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Communication, Language, Literature, and Philosophy (Hum):
29. What activities enabled you to gain a greater capacity to understand, discuss, and evaluate works concerning 
the human condition?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
The quality of the professors!
I learned how to speak and act to demonstrate leadership through the opportunities given to me and the examples set for 
me at UMM.
will take this summer
Classes at previous college
Took initiative on my own to attend conferences/summer program to expand my horizons in this area
conversations with professors 
talking to people who had many diverse experiences and professors as well.
tested out of the humanities requirement, but took a philosophy class that I found to be more relevant that I expected
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Communication, Language, Literature, and Philosophy (Hum):
30. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Began to form and understand my worldview and appreciate fundamental differences and philosophies that govern 
humans and their condition
Humanities courses gave me the confidence in my skills to become a writer both in the formal and in the creative realm. I 
wish to teach, and the humanities showed me how important writing is the the instruction of english as a whole.
Increased ablitity to critically think and decern importance within a social, political and historical settings
Being able to relate to people of different social class and culture and accepting their ideas
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
International Perspective (IP):
49. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 22 13.66 %
Well (4) 38 23.60 %
Moderately (3) 45 27.95 %
A little (2) 44 27.33 %
Not at all (1) 12 7.45 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.09
Median = 3.04
StdDev = 1.16
50. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 27 16.77 %
Quite important (4) 22 13.66 %
Important (3) 48 29.81 %
Somewhat important (2) 45 27.95 %
Not at all important (1) 19 11.80 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 2.96
Median = 2.84
StdDev = 1.25
51. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of national cultures different from your own?
Class 122 75.31 %
Extra-curricular activities, speakers, 
shows
83 51.23 %
Interaction with other students/
being at UMM in general
87 53.70 %
ELTAP/Study abroad 40 24.69 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
6 3.70 %
Tested out/not sure 16 9.88 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
51. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of national cultures different from your own?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
52. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Greater understanding/appreciation 
of other cultures
125 79.62 %
Attitudinal: e.g.,"appreciation of 
differences."
89 56.69 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
8 5.10 %
Nothing/not sure 21 13.38 %
Number of responses = 157   ( 43.73 %)
52. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
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All surveys
All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
International Perspective (IP):
51. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of national cultures different from your own?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Travel not connected to UMM.
Being at UMM in general serves as a poor tool for this category. More diversity, and integration among students, could 
greatly help Morris. 
Having Yevgeney Yevtushenko read his poetry at UMM was amazing. Doing ELTAP was the greatest thing I could've 
ever done. 
Class at previous college
Studying abroad is an excellent experience and adds so much to the liberal arts education experience
once again - life before college
Going to a different country and planning it all out for yourself made a very good learning experience
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All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
International Perspective (IP):
52. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
we are all alike more than we are different
Everyone, regardless of their location on the globe, is just the same as everyone else.
general awareness
greater understanding of myself and how my culture has affected who I am
A greater understanding of my own beliefs and culture
I gained a lot, but not here.
The idea that a culture dictates the expectations we use to construct reality, as well as the possibilities for experience as 
bounded by culture.
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All surveys:
Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Mathematical/Symbolic Reasoning (M/SR):
14. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 30 18.40 %
Well (4) 39 23.93 %
Moderately (3) 48 29.45 %
A little (2) 35 21.47 %
Not at all (1) 11 6.75 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
Mean = 3.26
Median = 3.24
StdDev = 1.18
15. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 25 15.34 %
Quite important (4) 31 19.02 %
Important (3) 45 27.61 %
Somewhat important (2) 42 25.77 %
Not at all important (1) 20 12.27 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
Mean = 2.99
Median = 2.93
StdDev = 1.25
16. What activities enabled you to strengthen your ability to formulate abstractions and construct formal proofs?
Class 147 92.45 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
10 6.29 %
Tested out/not sure 11 6.92 %
Number of responses = 159   ( 44.29 %)
16. What activities enabled you to strengthen your ability to formulate abstractions and construct formal proofs?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
17. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased mathematical ability in 
general or a specific skill
96 59.26 %
Increased ability to think logically 103 63.58 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
5 3.09 %
Nothing/not sure 27 16.67 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
17. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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Skills for the Liberal Arts
Mathematical/Symbolic Reasoning (M/SR):
16. What activities enabled you to strengthen your ability to formulate abstractions and construct formal proofs?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
I took these classes/objectives at a different school.
study groups, presentations, and helping others.
work out side of class with professor
tutoring math
I appriciated that you could take a computer science class for credit in the math area. The class taught alot about to wrtie 
programs, make web pages, and understand how computers work. These skills were very handly in other classes that I 
took.
Math Club
Not required by my major
ACM club
Study groups with other students
I only took the required math class for my major, so this was not of importance. 
see #12
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Number of surveys = 359
Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
Skills for the Liberal Arts
Mathematical/Symbolic Reasoning (M/SR):
17. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Renewed frustration at math.
increased confidence, abstract thinking skills
It reinforced my skills, but logically thinking is not somthing that needs to be taught to everybody.
I have mostly forgotten what I learned but it was good to see me do so well in the class and I guess with a little review I 
could be good again.
Proved to myself that I could do it.
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The Expanding Perspectives
Physical and Biological Sciences (Sci/Sci-L):
40. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 30 18.63 %
Well (4) 31 19.25 %
Moderately (3) 47 29.19 %
A little (2) 39 24.22 %
Not at all (1) 14 8.70 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 3.15
Median = 3.09
StdDev = 1.23
41. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 35 21.74 %
Quite important (4) 15 9.32 %
Important (3) 30 18.63 %
Somewhat important (2) 52 32.30 %
Not at all important (1) 29 18.01 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
Mean = 2.84
Median = 2.49
StdDev = 1.41
42. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of the physical and biological world and of the scientific method?
Class 143 88.82 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
22 13.66 %
Tested out/not sure 16 9.94 %
Number of responses = 161   ( 44.85 %)
42. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of the physical and biological world and of the scientific method?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
43. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased general or particular 
knowledge of science
140 87.50 %
Attitudinal: e.g., "heightened 
environmental awareness"
82 51.25 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
7 4.38 %
Nothing/not sure 18 11.25 %
Number of responses = 160   ( 44.57 %)
43. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
Number of inactive UofM email addresses = 0
Number of inactive UofM email addresses where survey was completed = 0
The Expanding Perspectives
Physical and Biological Sciences (Sci/Sci-L):
42. What activities enabled you to develop your understanding of the physical and biological world and of the 
scientific method?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Field experience
Fieldtrips around area for geology during summer term. Very helpful in understanding concepts and theories.
Field trips
Lab work
UROP Program
Going to labs for MN geology with Peter Whelan, who taught me to appreciate the beauty of the world around me, and 
Gordy McIntosh teaching me to really appreciate astronomy and humor.
geology=good chemistry=sucks
reading the Bible
Different grants including MAI and UROP with biological related subjects opened my mind to new ideas and interests.
The Solar System class, with prof. Gordon McIntosh was one of only 2 physical sci. classes I took here and was one of my 
most enjoyable classes. Even though I wasn't interested in science he made the classes interesting, challenging, and 
entertaining.
My job
I studied abroad on a science related trip but felt more insulted by the professors than educated in the scientific method.
MAP, UROP, and summer research
participating in extracurricular science activities, such as those sponsored by the chem club were an added benefit 
study sessions with other students
Labs = important
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I had an awful experience with the professor of geology (Dr. Cotter), his teaching style is atrocious and I could not learn 
from him, no matter how hard I tried.
extra lab experiences such as MAP and being a TA
I also learned about this through tutoring and other volunteering.
I'm sure whoever's reading this knows that "Rocks for jocks" is not challenging, nor is it representative of UMM science 
programs. Too bad this is the only science class I took (though anything else would have gone over my head).
Out of class time with profs Small labs Profs willing to do directed studies
I took my science without a lab at another college well a PSEO student and my science with a lab here. 
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The Expanding Perspectives
Physical and Biological Sciences (Sci/Sci-L):
43. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Knowledge for future profession.
I gained a remarkable interest in the world of reptiles and amphibians as well as a realization of their endangered 
condition in the world.
was introduced to how research is conducted, improved my writing skills, learned to think critically, improved my problem 
solving skills, learned to be a critical reader
Increased awe of God's creation
I took an Envirnmental Geology class that I still think back on. It has stuck with me and my view on nature.
This requirement was taken at a seperate institution
reduced personal bias against scientists as out of touch
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The Expanding Perspectives
Human Behavior, Social Processes and Institutions (SS):
23. To what extent have you achieved the learning objective specified above?
Very well (5) 40 24.69 %
Well (4) 61 37.65 %
Moderately (3) 42 25.93 %
A little (2) 14 8.64 %
Not at all (1) 5 3.09 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
Mean = 3.72
Median = 3.83
StdDev = 1.03
24. How important was this objective to your education?
Extremely important (5) 36 22.22 %
Quite important (4) 45 27.78 %
Important (3) 40 24.69 %
Somewhat important (2) 30 18.52 %
Not at all important (1) 11 6.79 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
Mean = 3.40
Median = 4.39
StdDev = 1.21
25. What activities enabled you to better understand human behavior, social processes, and social institutions?
Class 137 84.05 %
UMM experience as a whole 132 80.98 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
13 7.98 %
Tested out/not sure 3 1.84 %
Number of responses = 163   ( 45.40 %)
25. What activities enabled you to better understand human behavior, social processes, and social institutions?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
26. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
Increased ability to understand social 
sciences
122 75.31 %
Increased appreciation of the 
importance of diversity
118 72.84 %
Increased confidence in area 77 47.53 %
Other (please explain in the space 
below)
1 0.62 %
Nothing/not sure 19 11.73 %
Number of responses = 162   ( 45.13 %)
26. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Display report .here
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The Expanding Perspectives
Human Behavior, Social Processes and Institutions (SS):
25. What activities enabled you to better understand human behavior, social processes, and social institutions?
If you would like to describe these activities in more detail, please use the space below.
Leadership in organizations, interaction with faculty, community, and bureaucracy.
May Term
Studying abroad helps this more than anything. At the Morris, there should be more emphasis on learning about 
"individual similarities and differences from others" in constructive ways, such as studying abroad or cultural exposure.
having close friends from different backgrounds than my own and sharing experiences.
My study abroad helped with this, as well as taking many classes in multiple disciplines in fields some might find 
disparate.
studying abroad
This is a pivotal age, and simply growing mentally and emotionally in an environment with so many interesting and 
amazing peers is of unquestionable benefit to us all.
study abroad
Involvement in IVCF
Minority Student Leadership Retreat
Took this at another institution.
religious organizations
as a nontrad who has lived other places I came with an appreciation of the social process already instilled
talking to friends whose area of study was in human behavior as well as professors. Taking sociology as a major and 
several anthropology courses as well. 
women's studies helped in understanding. UMM is not as diverse as i had understood 
Relationships with professors and other students; also speakers and events on campus.
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Number of completed surveys = 164
Percent of surveys completed = 45.68 %
Number of people who have asked to be removed from survey pool = 2
Number of bad email addresses = 2
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The Expanding Perspectives
Human Behavior, Social Processes and Institutions (SS):
26. What important things did you gain while meeting this objective?
If you would like to describe what you learned in more detail, please use the space below.
Increased ablity to relate with different people who come from different places and backgrounds.
Diversity is the most hackneyed term used on the UMM campus. I'm tired of hearing about it.
Better understanding of how, why, and when social forces influence peoples' actions, perceptions, and ideas.
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